NACOGDOCHES POLICE DEPARTMENT
Public Information Log

P19-04432 LAW ALARM

Incident Address: 5002 SOUTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 06:13:49
Time Occurred between: 06:13:49 03/19/19 - 06:13:49 03/19/19

P19-04433 MINOR ACCIDENT
W/INJURIES

Incident Address: 4900 E MAIN ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

Time Reported: 06:17:35
Time Occurred between: 06:17:35 03/19/19 - 06:17:35 03/19/19

P19-04434 EXTRA PATROL REQUEST
DESTRUCT/DAMAGE/VANDALIZE PROP

Incident Address: 307 LAKE ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 06:57:39
Time Occurred between: 06:57:39 03/19/19 - 06:57:39 03/19/19

P19-04435 LAW ALARM

Incident Address: 235 N UNIVERSITY DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

Time Reported: 07:51:20
Time Occurred between: 07:51:20 03/19/19 - 07:51:20 03/19/19

P19-04436 LAW ALARM

Incident Address: 2302 NW STALLINGS DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 07:57:07
Time Occurred between: 07:57:07 03/19/19 - 07:57:07 03/19/19

P19-04437 SHOPLIFTER

Incident Address: 2615 N STALLINGS DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 08:21:41
Time Occurred between: 08:21:41 03/19/19 - 08:21:41 03/19/19
P19-04438 DISORDERLY CONDUCT
   Incident Address: 2723 CENTER RD
   NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
   Time Reported: 08:38:06
   Time Occurred between: 08:38:06 03/19/19 - 08:38:06 03/19/19

P19-04439 ANIMAL PROBLEM
   Incident Address: 2618 NORTH ST
   NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
   Time Reported: 08:40:49
   Time Occurred between: 08:40:49 03/19/19 - 08:40:49 03/19/19

P19-04440 TRAFFIC ASSIST
   Incident Address: SOUTH ST-CITY LIMITS
   Time Reported: 09:36:42
   Time Occurred between: 09:36:42 03/19/19 - 09:36:42 03/19/19

P19-04441 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE
   Incident Address: 556 TERRY CRAWFORD DR # A120; A L Mangham Airport
   NACOGDOCHES TX
   Time Reported: 09:35:26
   Time Occurred between: 09:35:26 03/19/19 - 09:35:26 03/19/19

P19-04442 THREATENING
   Incident Address: 3225 N UNIVERSITY DR
   NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
   Time Reported: 11:28:28
   Time Occurred between: 11:28:28 03/19/19 - 11:28:28 03/19/19

P19-04443 ANIMAL PROBLEM
   Incident Address: 2417 TANGLEWOOD CIR
   NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
   Time Reported: 11:54:12
   Time Occurred between: 11:53:54 03/19/19 - 11:54:12 03/19/19

P19-04444 DISTURBANCE IN PROGRESS
   ALL OTHER OFFENSES
   Incident Address: 3215 SOUTH ST
   NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
   Time Reported: 12:10:23
   Time Occurred between: 12:10:23 03/19/19 - 12:10:23 03/19/19
DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

PC 38.03 RESISTING ARREST/SEARCH/TRANSPORT M-A X3
PC 38.04 EVADING ARREST OR DETENTION M-A
PC 38.15 INTERFERING WITH PUBLIC DUTIES M-B
HSC 481.121 POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA M-B X2
PC 22.01 ASSAULT BY CONTACT M-C X2

MULTIPLE SUBJECTS WERE ARRESTED AT 3215 SOUTH ST IN CONNECTION TO A REPORTED DISTURBANCE IN THE PARKING LOT.

3215 SOUTH ST IS KNOWN AS THE MOTEL 6 AND IS LOCATED AT THE SOUTH EAST CORNER OF SOUTH ST & SE STALLINGS DR.

DAY/WARM/CLEAR

Other Offenses:  ALL OTHER OFFENSES

Other Offenses:  ALL OTHER OFFENSES

Other Offenses:  ASSAULT, INTIMIDATION

Other Offenses:  ASSAULT, INTIMIDATION

Other Offenses:  ALL OTHER OFFENSES

P19-04445 WELFARE
CHECK/WELFARE CONCERN

Incident Address:  114 ELOISE ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Time Reported:  12:57:28
Time Occurred between:  12:57:28 03/19/19 - 12:57:28 03/19/19

P19-04446 MINOR ACCIDENT

Incident Address:  3300 NE STALLINGS DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Time Reported:  13:17:07
Time Occurred between:  13:17:07 03/19/19 - 13:17:07 03/19/19

P19-04447 BURGLARY

Incident Address:  2401 SOUTH ST; 30
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Time Reported:  14:02:32
Time Occurred between:  14:02:32 03/19/19 - 14:02:32 03/19/19

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE
CHARGE: PC 30.02 BURGLARY OF BUILDING SJF

SUMMARY: OFFICER RESPONDED TO AN OFFENSE REGARDING A STORAGE UNIT THAT HAD BEEN ENTERED WITHOUT THE OWNER'S CONSENT AND ITEMS WERE TAKEN.

SCENE SUMMARY: THIS OFFENSEoccurred AT 2401 SOUTH STREET, ALSO KNOWN AS THE 4TH PROPERTY FOR NACOGDOCHES SELF STORAGE, UNIT 30.

WEATHER: COOL, SUNNY, DAY.

P19-04449 FRAUD

Incident Address: 4909 NORTH ST # 205
NACOGDOCHES TX

Time Reported: 14:25:35
Time Occurred between: 14:25:35 03/19/19 - 14:25:35 03/19/19

P19-04450 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Incident Address: 3228 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 14:51:21
Time Occurred between: 14:30:00 03/19/19 - 14:40:00 03/19/19

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

PC 28.03 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF, MISDEMEANOR B

COMPLAINANT ADVISED THAT WHILE HE WAS GETTING FUEL AT A LOCAL SERVICE STATION A KNOWN SUSPECT DAMAGED A DOOR TO HIS VEHICLE. THE COMPLAINANT DOES WISH TO FILE CHARGES.

WEATHER:

DAY/WARM

SCENE SUMMARY:

THE OFFENSE OCCURRED AT 3228 NORTH STREET, ALSO KNOWN AS THE CHEVRON SERVICE STATION.

P19-04451 ASSIST COMPLAINANT

Incident Address: 3022 N PECAN ST, 303
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 15:39:07
Time Occurred between: 15:39:07 03/19/19 - 15:39:07 03/19/19
P19-04452 FOUND PROPERTY

Incident Address:  
PARK @ DEAD END OF RUSK ST  
NACOGDOCHES TX  

Time Reported: 15:43:00  
Time Occurred between: 15:43:00 03/19/19 - 15:43:00 03/19/19  

FOUND PROPERTY

OFFICER WAS APPROACHED BY A FEMALE PEDESTRIAN AT END OF RUSK STREET (DOG PARK) FROM THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE PARK. FEMALE ADVISED SHE FOUND KEYCHAIN AT SOUTH WEST CORNER OF DOG PARK. ITEM WAS SECURED AND LOGGED INTO EVIDENCE.

DAYTIME, CLEAR, WARM.

RUSK STREET DOG PARK IS LOCATED ON THE END OF THE ROADWAY IN THE CITY OF NACOGDOCHES.

P19-04453 DISTURBANCE IN PROGRESS

Incident Address: 2325 PEARL ST # 3  
NACOGDOCHES TX  

Time Reported: 16:18:13  
Time Occurred between: 16:18:05 03/19/19 - 16:18:13 03/19/19  

P19-04454 MINOR ACCIDENT W/INJURIES

Incident Address: PEARL ST & MACKECHNEY ST  
NACOGDOCHES TX  

Time Reported: 16:29:49  
Time Occurred between: 16:29:49 03/19/19 - 16:29:49 03/19/19  

P19-04455 AUDIBLE ALARM

Incident Address: 300 E MAIN ST; Regions Bank  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961  

Time Reported: 16:45:19  
Time Occurred between: 16:45:19 03/19/19 - 16:45:19 03/19/19  

P19-04456 DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Incident Address: 822 MILLARD DR  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965  

Time Reported: 17:06:10  
Time Occurred between: 17:06:10 03/19/19 - 17:06:10 03/19/19  

P19-04457 RECKLESS DRIVER TRAFFIC OFFENSE
Incident Address: 5000BLK NORTH ST  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Time Reported: 17:34:58
Time Occurred between: 17:34:58 03/19/19 - 17:34:58 03/19/19

P19-04458 ASSAULT

Incident Address: 324 W SEALE ST  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Time Reported: 17:45:04
Time Occurred between: 17:45:04 03/19/19 - 17:45:04 03/19/19

P19-04459 DISTURBANCE IN PROGRESS

Incident Address: 2433 WODEN RD; 4  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Time Reported: 18:01:57
Time Occurred between: 18:01:57 03/19/19 - 18:01:57 03/19/19

P19-04460 TRAFFIC HAZARD

Incident Address: 1500 DOUGLASS RD  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Time Reported: 18:07:08
Time Occurred between: 18:07:08 03/19/19 - 18:07:08 03/19/19

P19-04461 STALLED VEHICLE

Incident Address: APPLEBY SAND RD & NE STALLINGS DR  
NACOGDOCHES TX
Time Reported: 18:06:25
Time Occurred between: 18:06:18 03/19/19 - 18:06:25 03/19/19

P19-04462 EXTRA PATROL REQUEST

Incident Address: 919 WELLS ST  
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Time Reported: 18:05:53
Time Occurred between: 18:05:53 03/19/19 - 18:05:53 03/19/19

P19-04463 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF DESTRUCT/DAMAGE/VANDALIZE PROP

Incident Address: 3214 LOGAN CIR # 1803  
NACOGDOCHES TX
Time Reported: 18:27:17
Time Occurred between: 18:27:17 03/19/19 - 18:27:17 03/19/19
P19-04464 CRIMINAL TRESPASS

**Incident Address:** 312 W MAIN ST; NPD
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

**Time Reported:** 18:46:57
**Time Occurred between:** 18:46:57 03/19/19 - 18:46:57 03/19/19

P19-04465 ASSIST COMPLAINANT

**Incident Address:** 107 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

**Time Reported:** 18:51:41
**Time Occurred between:** 18:51:41 03/19/19 - 18:51:41 03/19/19

P19-04466 BURGLARY

**Incident Address:** 2903 SOUTH ST; 269
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

**Time Reported:** 19:47:13
**Time Occurred between:** 19:47:13 03/19/19 - 19:47:13 03/19/19

P19-04467 UNAUTHORIZED USE OF MOTOR VEH

**Incident Address:** 2713 ELIZABETH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

**Time Reported:** 20:12:57
**Time Occurred between:** 20:12:57 03/19/19 - 20:12:57 03/19/19

P19-04468 DISTURBANCE IN PROGRESS

**Incident Address:** 1516 PEARL ST; 114
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

**Time Reported:** 20:28:48
**Time Occurred between:** 20:28:48 03/19/19 - 20:28:48 03/19/19

P19-04469 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE PROBLEM

**Incident Address:** 200 S SHAWNEE ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

**Time Reported:** 20:19:36
**Time Occurred between:** 20:19:36 03/19/19 - 20:19:36 03/19/19

**DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE**

**CHARGE:** HSC 481.121 POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA MB
CASE SUMMARY: THE DEFENDANT WAS CONTACTED AS THE DRIVER AND SOLE OCCUPANT OF A VEHICLE ON A TRAFFIC STOP. DURING THE CONTACT, THE DEFENDANT GAVE OFFICERS CONSENT TO SEARCH THE VEHICLE AT WHICH TIME THE DEFENDANT WAS FOUND TO BE IN POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA AND WAS ARRESTED. THE DEFENDANT WAS ALSO FOUND TO HAVE MULTIPLE WARRANTS FOR HIS ARREST.

SCENE SUMMARY: THE ADDRESS 200 SOUTH SHAWNEE STREET IS A TWO LANE ROADWAY LOCATED INSIDE THE CITY LIMITS OF NACOGDOCHES.

WEATHER: CLEAR/COOL/NIGHT

P19-04470 TRAFFIC OFFENSE

Incident Address: WALGREENS,
Time Reported: 20:16:06
Time Occurred between: 20:16:06 03/19/19 - 20:16:06 03/19/19

P19-04471 CRIMINAL TRESPASS TRESPASS OF REAL PROP

Incident Address: 3228 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Time Reported: 20:57:04
Time Occurred between: 20:57:04 03/19/19 - 20:57:04 03/19/19

P19-04472 MAJOR ACCIDENT TRAFFIC OFFENSE

Incident Address: NORTH ST & BOWIE ST
NACOGDOCHES TX
Time Reported: 21:14:18
Time Occurred between: 21:14:18 03/19/19 - 21:14:18 03/19/19

P19-04473 LAW ALARM

Incident Address: 2207 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Time Reported: 21:29:27
Time Occurred between: 21:29:27 03/19/19 - 21:29:27 03/19/19

P19-04474 LAW ALARM

Incident Address: 4101 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Time Reported: 21:39:52
Time Occurred between: 21:39:52 03/19/19 - 21:39:52 03/19/19

P19-04475 TRAFFIC OFFENSE

Incident Address: NORTH & KING
Time Reported: 21:35:33
Time Occurred between: 21:35:33 03/19/19 - 21:35:33 03/19/19
P19-04476 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
PROBLEM

Incident Address: 4502 N UNIVERSITY DR; 1410
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 22:01:20
Time Occurred between: 22:01:20 03/19/19 - 22:01:20 03/19/19

P19-04477 SUSPICIOUS PERSON

Incident Address: 3916 NW STALLINGS DR; Rex Perry Autoplex
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 22:15:07
Time Occurred between: 22:15:07 03/19/19 - 22:15:07 03/19/19

P19-04478 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE

Incident Address: 2800BLK NW STALLINGS DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

Time Reported: 22:35:12
Time Occurred between: 22:35:12 03/19/19 - 22:35:12 03/19/19

P19-04479 DISTURBANCE IN
PROGRESS

Incident Address: 315 ELLINGTON ST; 117
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 22:32:47
Time Occurred between: 22:32:47 03/19/19 - 22:32:47 03/19/19

P19-04480 WELFARE
CHECK/WELFARE CONCERN

Incident Address: 4920 NE STALLINGS DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 22:44:38
Time Occurred between: 22:44:38 03/19/19 - 22:44:38 03/19/19

P19-04481 ASSAULT

Incident Address: 1507 NORTH ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

Time Reported: 23:15:10
Time Occurred between: 23:00:00 03/19/19 - 23:15:10 03/19/19

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

ASSAULT/FAMILY VIOLENCE 22.01 MA
ON 3-19-19, OFFICERS RESPONDED TO A LOCAL BAR FOR A REPORTED FIGHT. UPON OFFICERS ARRIVAL, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT A FAMILY MEMBER HAD ASSAULTED ANOTHER. AN ARREST WAS MADE BY OFFICERS ON BEHALF OF THE TEXAS FAMILY VIOLENCE STATUTE.

WEATHER:
CLEAR/COOL

SCENE SUMMARY:
BULL FROGS/1507 NORTH ST IS A BAR/RESTAURANT SITUATED IN THE BACK PARKING AREA WEST OF THE ROADWAY.

P19-04482 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF DESTRUCT/DAMAGE/VANDALIZE PROP

**Incident Address:** 1324 PRUITT HILL DR
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

**Time Reported:** 23:24:20

**Time Occurred between:** 22:00:00 03/19/19 - 23:24:20 03/19/19

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE

PC 28.02 CRIMINAL MISCHIEF - MB

SUMMARY:
OFFICERS CONTACTED A COMPLAINANT IN THE LOBBY OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT WHO STATED THAT HER BOYFRIEND BROKE SOME OF HER PROPERTY.

SCENE SUMMARY:
THE ADDRESS OF 1324 PURITT HILL DR IS A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE ROADWAY.

WEATHER:
CLOUDY, COOL, NIGHT

P19-04483 FIRE ASSIST

**Incident Address:** 205 RITCHIE ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964

**Time Reported:** 23:39:37

**Time Occurred between:** 23:39:37 03/19/19 - 23:39:37 03/19/19

P19-04484 NOISE COMPLAINT

**Incident Address:** 2807 PEARL ST; 300 BUILDING
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965

**Time Reported:** 23:50:17

**Time Occurred between:** 23:50:17 03/19/19 - 23:50:17 03/19/19

P19-04485 WATER/MUNICIPAL COURT DEPOSIT

**Incident Address:** 212 E PILAR ST
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961

**Time Reported:** 02:37:46
Time Occurred between: 02:37:46 03/20/19 - 02:37:46 03/20/19

P19-04486 THREATENING
  Incident Address: 515 HAYWARD ST
                  NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
  Time Reported: 02:53:27
  Time Occurred between: 02:53:27 03/20/19 - 02:53:27 03/20/19

P19-04488 STALLED VEHICLE
  Incident Address: 928 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD; Pilgrim's Pride
                  NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
  Time Reported: 05:49:44
  Time Occurred between: 05:48:34 03/20/19 - 05:49:44 03/20/19